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The Curotto family has been collecting trash since the early 1920’s, 
starting in San Francisco and then later in Sonoma CA.

1990 Early in the 1990’s, dissatis�ed with the available options for 
automated residential collection, John Sr. and John Jr. invented and 
patented the revolutionary Curotto-Can. Since the Curotto family also 
owned a hauling company, they were able to complete a number of years 
of on-the-route development in order to re�ne the design and achieve
both high productivity and high reliability.

2000 In the year 2000 the groundbreaking Curotto-Can went into 
production and driver/operators could now look forward to collecting 
trash in a more productive, e�cient and much safer way.

2003 Debut of the Curotto-Can II - the arm was moved to the back of the 
can for better weight distribution; an arm lock was added; the front was 
“bubbled” for greater capacity and a curb-side cutout was added.

2009 The Curotto-Can Slammin’ Eagle was released - a total redesign, 
incorporating some 43 improvements in order make the Curotto-Can 
lighter, stronger, faster and quieter.

2010 Another big step forward - the Curotto-Can AFL came into being. 
What is an AFL? The full integration between a front loader and a 
detachable automated loading device through a seamless interface. Until 
this point the Curotto-Can had functioned as an attachment for 
commercial front loaders. However, the full integration at OEM level of the 
Curotto-Can with a residential front loader - including an autodump 
function and a dedicated-function dual vane hydraulic pump - heralds the 
advent of something quite new and revolutionary - the AFL or Automated 
Front Loader.

Why  The  Curotto-Can  AFL   Is  Superior Technology

Fastest load time  -  4-5 seconds  from wheel -stop- to-wheel -go
Radically more maneuverable - 25% faster around cul-de-sacs

Arm can be removed and replaced in two minutes
No prox or limit switches and no logic and/or driver cards 

Eliminates cost of cart loss and damage
Maintenance and repair done with both feet on the ground

Utilizes the robust reliability of  the front loader platform
Eyes-always-forward operation - no looking backward, ever
Operators can preview material before  it is packed

Hopper is 4x larger than ASL  (capable of taking large bulk)
Loads bulk material like a rear loader (eliminates chase vehicle)

Can be used as a commercial front loader without compromise
Never have to replace a �oor from packer wear

The  Story  of  The Curotto-Can

2000

2003

The Slammin’ Eagle was 
introduced in 2009 and is the 
current production model

2010
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Arm-Forward  Increases  Collection   Efficiencies

AFL ASL
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 The  Curotto-Can  Innovation

Game Changing Productivity   The key factor in productivity is how long a truck is stopped in front of 
a house for a service. The longer the loading cycle the lower the productivity. With the Curotto-Can AFL 
stop time (as measured from wheel stop to wheel go) is 4-5 seconds as compared to 12-18 seconds for 
an ASL.  Compare:

ASL: does 10 services @ 10 seconds = 100 seconds  
AFL: does 10 services @ 5 seconds + 20 second arm/fork cycle = 70 seconds 
   
    The AFL is the productivity leader

Fuel E�ciency Increases   Idling and packing are big fuel 
burners. The example above illustrates the idling advantage of 

the AFL. ASLs continuously pack putting the engine under load 
during the entire route. AFLs pack once per hopper dump.

   ASL pack cycles per day -  3,000 plus
  AFL pack cycles per day -  90 -100

    Less packing and idling = lower fuel consumption 
         (up to 20% in an independent comparison).

AFL ASL
Fuel 

E�ciency

ASL arm is 
s t u c k 
between 
the  axles

AFL arm has a boom-like 
action and a greater sweep
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25% more
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Reduced Cart Costs (from loss or damage)     
Consider what your company spends on carts. Cart 
loss and damage are accepted as the cost of doing 
business with automation. It doesn’t have to be. 
AFLs never pack carts. If a cart drops into the 
container hopper simply and safely remove it.  
AFLs dump carts much lower and with a much 
smoother action than ASLs. This means fewer 
damaged lids, wheels and axles. The unique 
gripper design ensures no metal contacts the cart 
while gently applying pressure to the cart body, 
resulting in extended cart life. Costs from cart 
damage with an AFL will go to near zero.

B
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  A - the arm is forward of the steer axle
  B - it utilizes the front loader platform
  C - and it has a low lift-over height 

How  do  these  design  innovations  make  
the  Curotto-Can the  productivity  and  payload  leader?

 The Curotto-Can has three main design innovations

Greater Maneuverability 
Because the arm is forward of 
the cab and steer axle it 
behaves like a boom. This 
unique feature allows the 
AFL arm to easily boom  
around parked cars and 
sweep cul-de-sacs - up to 
20%  faster in an indepen-
dent comparison. Better 
maneuverability means 
fewer backing events result-
ing in improved productivity 
and safer operation. 

The Curotto-Can has 60” of reach.
AFL ASL



AFL means Safety   The AFL is the only automated system that 
provides an “Eyes Forward” working environment and results in 
improved operator and public safety. Drivers aren’t required to 
“rubber neck” 1,000 times a day, in contrast to ASLs, drastically 
reducing Repetitive Stress Injury risk. Eyes Forward collection 
improves driver awareness and focus reducing the chance of 
personal property damage (mailboxes etc) and general public 
injury due to driver error. These inherent AFL safety bene�ts 
combined with fewer backing events make the AFL the safest 
choice for automation.

Contamination Mitigation The AFL is the only automated 
system that allows the driver to see material before it’s packed. 
Stop contamination in any stream at its source – the curb. 
Identifying and safely removing contamination while record-
ing violations ensure clean waste streams. AFL users enjoy 
contamination rates as low a 4% while neighboring communi-
ties using ASLs su�er 25% contamination. Clean material is a 
serious cost avoidance and mitigates the risk of culling, 
handling and disposal of contamination.

Multi-Application    Curotto-Can AFLs can be used on many di�er-
ent types of routes:  residential garbage, single stream recycling, 
green waste, food waste, as well as “take-all” routes where the 
operator needs to pick up bulk items, such as furniture and 
appliances. Modern single-stream routes typically have a bulk 
requirement. The low lift-over height of the Curotto-Can AFL plus a 
hopper that is 4X larger make it easy to collect oversized cardboard 
containers (OCC), uncarted bags and other bulk items on-the-�y. 
ASLs have small hopper openings, even with drop frames, and 
cannot take the larger items. Also AFLs have a small two-step work 
circle - operators can exit the cab, hand load the material and return 
in mere seconds. In comparison, ASLs are limited to either residen-
tial or single stream routes and typically require a rear loader to 
chase the route in order to pick up the bulk component. 

Payload Leader   Simple math:  more load capacity means fewer trips to the land�ll! On average, ASLs have a little over 30 cu yd total 
capacity. By comparison, front loaders have a massive 12 cu yd hopper plus a 28 – 31 cu yd body. This translates to higher route capacity 
serving more homes per route – especially on single stream routes. Moving more tonnage means fewer land�ll trips and lowered 
operating costs.   AFL - the payload leader.

Fleet Optimization  Front loaders have a track record of robust construction and 
proven reliability, durability and up time. Recently available purpose built 

AFLs have autodump and dedicated pumps and controls that optimize 
the integration to the Curotto-Can Slammin’ Eagle.  Standardizing on the 

AFL platform provides maximum operational �exibility, with fewer 
truck types. Clean ups, bulk collection, commercial 

FL collection, single steam and green waste can all 
be handled with an AFL.  Because of the AFL’s 

unmatched productivity, fewer trucks are 
required.

 Arm  Forward  Means  Eyes  Always  Forward  

B

C

Utilizing  The  Front  Loader  Platform

Low  Lift-over  Height  Means  no Chasing  The  Route

(one man - one pass)  AFL ASL  (waiting for the rear loader)



Dual Controls
Increase Flexibility   Dual controls allow the Curotto Can to be operated 
from the left hand or steetside position.  The kit includes joystick, universal 
base and wiring harness.

Hopper Seal 
Cleanest in Transit   The Hopper Seal Brushes e�ectively seals the gap 
between the Can and the hopper opening which prevents material from 
being suctioned out when the truck is in transit. Installation requires three 
Can mounted brushes and one truck mounted brush. These two kits are 
sold separately. When ordering a new Can the body manufacturer provides 
the truck side brush. See the Autocover video.

RFID / Lift Counter
Get the Data You Need   This option is used either as a mechanical counter 
or in conjunction with RFID systems. The Lift Counter indicates a lift has 
occurred using a proximity switch embedded in the slide and a modi�ed 
arm. If considering RFID systems this option is highly recommended 
because it avoids expensive retro�t modi�cations later on. 

Super Liner Stop Rust   Factory applied Super Liner prevents rust in high moisture 
environments. Recommended when collecting organics and green waste. 

Work Lamps Illuminate the Work Area   Curotto Can forward work lamps are shock 
resistant high output halogen beams. Wiring conduits are hidden and 
sealed. 

Spacer Kit
Spacers   In some cases spacers are required to position the Curotto Can 
the correct distance from the fork tube and insure proper hopper �t. The 
correct spacer is dependent upon the make /model of the truck and 
make/model of the body. The kit is bolt-on and comes with matching 
length hoses.  

Weatherpack 
Connectors

Weather Pack Connectors    Weatherpack connectors are environmentally 
sealed electrical connectors designed to withstand exposure to extreme 
temperatures, moisture and harsh working conditions.

Curb Access 
Controls

Make Multiple Pickups Easy   When the operator has to empty multiple 
carts in one location, such as a multi-family residence, curb access controls 
allow the operator to tip carts without having to repeatedly return to the 
controls inside the cab. Controls mount in a curbside accessible location 
and are for grip and dump function only. 

Eagle  Add-On  Options     

Cleanest on the Route     The Rotary Autocover closes a high strength, low weight fabric cover over the collected 
material as the operator starts a hopper dump. This prevents lighter material from being blown out of the Curotto Can as 
it is raised and dumped into the hopper. As the Can returns to the working position the Cover �ips forward out of the way. 
The Cover is air-powered and is activated either automatically or manually from a switch inside the cab. The design 
features easy bolt-on installation, fully guarded components, heavy duty guarding and an extra durable rotary actuator. 
It is also fully integral with the windscreen. See the Autocover video.

Autocover

Autocover Rotary Actuated Fully  Guarded

MORE INFO:  WWW.THECUROTTOCAN.COM   CALL: (707) 939-2802



 10” wide x 3.75” high UHMW pad

inside width between lifting pockets  74.25”
fork tube  40.25”

overall Can length 81.75”  

64” wide

GRIP - RETRACT - DUMP  

Cart compatibility: 32 to 96 gal
Lift capacity: 500 lbs
Cart dump angle: 45 degrees
Horizontal traverse: 60"

CYCLE  TIMES - at 14 gpm
Full slide extend: 2.5 seconds   
Full slide retract: 1.5 seconds
Dump: 2.0 seconds 
Dump return: 1.2 seconds

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
Directional valve:  electric 
solenoid activated, mounted on 
the rear of the container
Reliefs: main relief plus adjust port 
relief on the grip function
Hydraulic quick couplers: one male 
and one female 
Hydraulic hoses: Gates
Flow divider: activated only by 
container controls and is not 
continuously activated
System pressure: 2,000 psi

ELECTRICAL CONTROLS 

Joystick type: electrical, single 
handle dual axis - slide and dump 
functions in thumb switch and 
grip/release function in handle
Joystick cab location:  curbside 
and/or streetside 
Curbside accessible switch bank 
(optional): mounts to cab interior
Auto-retract function: ensures that 
the arm is in the home position 
before either the arms up function 
works or the forks extend 
functions 

CONTAINER
Volume: 4.6 cu yds
Inside height: 45.88"
Weight: 1,680 lbs
Floor: 14 gauge
Side walls: 14 gauge
Top reinforcement: (3)-3x2x.125" HSS
Floor reinforcement: (3)-3x2x.125" HSS
Windscreen - top: 1x1x0.10" HSS
Windscreen mesh: 1x12 �attened 
Lifting pocket: 6x3x0.25" HSS

CYLINDERS
Slide cylinder
Bore: 1.50"
Stroke: 54"
Shaft diameter: 1.0"
Rod type: induction 
hardened, 
ground, polished 
and chromed 
Cushion: on retract
Dump cylinder
Bore: 2.5"
Stroke: 14.0"
Shaft diameter: 1.50"
Rod type: induction hardened, 
ground, polished and chromed
Cushion: extend and retract
Grab cylinder
Bore: 1.50"
Stroke: 7.0"
Shaft diameter: 1.0"
induction hardened, 
ground, polished 
and chromed

PAINT
Prep: blast then degrease with 
precleaner to remove all 
contamination then sanded 
with 80 grit paper to reduce 
blast amplitude 
Prime and paint: epoxy 
primered then sanded then  
top coat of exterior grade 
Dupont industrial polyurethane. 
Bolt-on components: degreased then 
sanded then powder coated with 
exterior grade Dupont industrial 
polyurethane 

inside dimension of
lifting pocket: 
2.5” wide x 5.25” high

1000 lb capacity tapered roller 
bearing hubs 

low lift-over height  35.375” 
from bottom of Can to top 
of this lip

hydraulic and electrical connect

Order from the factory 
with new front loaders 
or retro�t to existing units   

only 14 gpm at idle
4.6 cu yd capacity level

4 sec lift-dump-return cycle time

55" high

Patents: 5,639,201 & 7,210,890

gravity latch securely locks 
the arm in the home position 
during a hopper dump

taller curbside spill guard seals
the Can during a hopper dump

rounded front increases
strength and capacity

new Tivar wear strips
last 4X longer

adjustable rollers on slide
make the movement silky smooth

and decreases maintenance

improved hose routing reduces
the number of custom �ttings
and reduces leaks and abrasion

MADE IN THE USA

Dimensions and Specifications   

MORE INFO:  WWW.THECUROTTOCAN.COM   CALL: (707) 939-2802



Industry  Leading  Customer   Support  

Downtime costs money. Since we also own a hauling company we 
understand this better than anyone.  The Curotto-Can AFL was designed to 
be simple and robust - maximizing productivity while minimizing downtime. 
The Curotto-Can features a simple interface with the host unit, rapid connec-
tion and disconnection, and easy to understand hydraulic and electrical 
systems. Mechanical components are computer modeled for stress analysis 
and go through thorough on-the-route testing before entering production. 
Components are manufactured to exacting standards and �nal assembly and 
testing are completed by skilled craftsmen to ensure the highest standards 
are always met. The Slammin’ Eagle - our most recent model - is designed to 
be a productive workhorse; however, correct operation and timely mainte-
nance ensure peak performance. The Curotto-Can considers industry-
leading support an integral and important part of the product. To that end, 
information on how to keep the Eagle running at its best is made easily acces-
sible and is free of charge.  First, customers receive free online training for 
their driver/operators which covers both operation and maintenance. Opera-
tors who successfully complete the online training course receive Curotto-
Can certi�cation.  Second, key maintenance routines are demonstrated in 
short, easy to understand videos.  Third, customers can also access this 
information on the Curotto-Can web site, the accompanying DVD in this 
brochure and the DVD that ships with every Curotto-Can product.        

One manual has everything. The Parts section is 
structured so that parts are easy to �nd and identify.  
In addition, important ancillary information is 
included such as hose specs, recommended torque 
values, quick tips etc., that service personel can use 
to reassemble components back to OEM speci�ca-
tions. The Service section covers all aspects of the 
operation and maintenance of the Slammin’ Eagle in 
detail. Also in the Service section are easy to follow 
graphic troubleshooting guides. Safety is of utmost 
importance and in all our documentation and 
videos the procedures recommended adhere to the 
highest safety standards.  Operators 
are reminded of the importance 
of lock-out and tag-out proce-
dures prior to starting any 
maintenance or service. At 
Curotto-Can we always stress 
that safety goes hand in hand 
with productivity.

    Online Training

    Startup Guide
  
    Best Practices and Familiarization Videos

    Lubrication and Inspection Videos
 
    Training Seminars

    Industry Leading Documentation

    Online Access to All Technical Information

    Minimized Downtime and Lowered Costs

Industry Leading Support
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

The  Best  Customer  Support  Documentation - Period! 
(Or  At  Least,  That’s  What  Our  Customers  Say)
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1. Smarter design and better use of materi-
als reduces weight without compromising 
durability. Rounded front increases capac-
ity and is structurally stronger

2. All edges on the container are sealed for 
corrosion resistance

3. Main electrical harness is ultrasonically 
welded together to reduce corrosion of 
connections

4. Improved pin construction and locking 
mechanism

5. Upgraded material spec to T-1 on all 
cylinder ear locations 

6. Pivot points 4X stronger - upgraded 
materials provide longer wear life   

7. Gravity latch:  securely locks the arm into 
place at �fteen degrees tilt and  works 
under full pressure on both slide and 
dump functions

8. Port relief on grip cylinder circuit         
allows  adjustment of grip pressure 

9. Bolt-on spacers make Cans interchange-
able with any make of  body

10 Improved hose routing reduces 
chances of scu�ng, cha�ng and possible 
rupture

11. Tighter tolerances improve durability 
and provide much smoother and quieter 
operation 

12. Adjustable slide roller makes  the slide 
movement smooth and controlled 

13. Press-�t sealed rollers rotate on 
bearings not on pin, signi�cantly improv-
ing wear life

14. Improved paint process resulting in 
thicker, more durable coverage and  rust 
prevention

15. Grade 8 bolts throughout provide 
better strength and improved fastening 
capability

12
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Improvements  and  Innovations

4

10

8
The goal of continuous improvement is enhancing customer value.  At the 
Curotto-Can we welcome customer feedback and constantly adapt our products to 
the growing needs our clients. The result is a better product that better matches the 
customer’s applications and needs.

3
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13
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16. Allen head bolts are now stainless steel 

17. One piece slide track reduces weight 
and increases wear surface area

18. Safety yellow grippers are easier to see 
in low light conditions 

19. New large pad has a lower pro�le and is 
beveled for improved clearance in the 
hopper and increased durability

20. Improvements to grease zerk access 
mean all lubrication can be done in the 
home position with boots on the ground

21. Covers prevent Bearing Buddies from 
being knocked o� when carts have tipper 
�anges

22. Fork pocket is shorter which allows the 
Can to be spaced o� fork tube, keeping the 
gripper head away from curbside fork 
cylinder

23. Best of class hydraulic �ttings used 
across all �tting points

  

24. Valve cover design allows easy one 
man removal and replacement

25. Improved cylinder design and materi-
als means improved durability and 
smoother operation

26. Slide cylinder centre support prevents 
rod from bending at full extension

27. Easy access to fasteners makes protec-
tive bar removal a one man task

28. Toplock locking nuts are used through-
out. Also eliminated are blind holes that 
can allow bolts to back out and subse-
quently loosen the pins
 
29.  Radiused leading edges of slide track 
for better wear properties

30. Taller side �ap seals gap and improves 
route cleanliness 
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rounded front

30
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Putting  Knowledge  to  Work  for  customer  Value

31

18 & 34

31. Autocover ready laser-cut and 
formed windscreen replaces expanded 
metal for greater strength and lighter 
weight  

32.  Wider wear strips plus harder wear 
material results in 4X improved 
longevity

33. Dogbone vertical spacers material 
upgrade to 4140 HSS to increase overall 
strength

34.  Gripper arm material upgrade to 
T-1 to increase strength

35. All pins are rustproofed where there 
was bare metal exposed  
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